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1The unconfined gaseous detonation wave problem can, be summarized in terms of three
phenomenological aspects: initiation, global propagation and evolution of structure.
The initiation aspect concerns the study of the mechanisms and imdilediate consequences
of rapid energy transfer •£om a spatially localized source into a highly explosive
gaseous medium. On the basis of source power density considerations we have
successfully achieved correlation of a broad range of experimental results and we are
currently extending -our studies into the realm of ultra-short (picosecond laser spark)
duration ignition. The global propagation and evolution of structure are determined
by the local nonlinear coupling between chemical kinetics and hydrodynamics in the
transient expanding flow field immediately behind the leading shock front.
Experimentally, we are continuing our detailed m.asurements of thermodynamic states and-
chemical species concentrations in the reaction zone. Theoretically, we are attempti-z
to include in our modellng the general case of varying degrees of coupling 'to advance
over the weak coupling situation that has bee.,-'treated heretofore.
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FORMATION AND PROR,'C;WION MECHANISMS

4 OF IDIVERGING" -ASEr•,J DETONATION •WAVES

This report, is an ass ;smnenn, of progress of ongoing

research and a. summary of an/ ',Xýipated directions for future

studies as of "May l,, 1,97i itr "'he program sponsored *by the

Energetics Division of US 1 ,,SR under Gran-t AFOSR'-69-1752B.

1. introduction

ThjeL resolution of 'the unconfined gaseous detonation

wave problem essentially involves achieving an understanding

o.f the three fundamental' phenomenol'ogical aspects i'nherent in

the existence of such wves,, namely th.eir thitiation, globa~l

propagation and evoluftion of structure. The first aspect, i.e.

the genesis or the formation and early history ,of uncon•fined

Adetonation waves, constitutes one phase of our, research efforts

in this program. Specifically, it concerns a study of the

mechanisms and immediate consequences of rapi~d energy transfer

from a spatially localized source into a highly explosiye gaseous

medium. The second phase of our research program deals with the

phenomena consequent to initiation, i.e., what happens at late

time away from the immediate vicinity of the source. Here it is

the local non-linear coupling between cheinical kinetics and

'hydrodynamics in a transient expanding flow field immediately

behind the leading shock wave that determines the global dynamics

and characteristic structure of the expanding reactive front.

Specifically, the investigation of the non-linear coupling problem
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* involves the detailed assessment of the thermodynai-c . s~tates

and chemical species concentrations in th6 reaction zon,..

The following sections deal in turn with the progress

to date and current directions in these 'two phases of our

investigation.. Some of the listed References are anotated

with an asterisk and these represent publications -tha~t have

emanated- or a re being processed ,for print directly as a result

of thins AF•OSR sponsored ,program.

2. Initiation

For the initiation problem, over the years it has been

observed' experimentally (1-5) that in a given explosive gaseous

mixture the direct creation of a divergi-ng detonation wave is

not determined solely by the properties of the explosive medium

(such as,, for -example, the chemical energy release per unit

mass, Q) but that it a'lso depends on the nature and properties

of the initiation source. For example, the earliest experimental

situdies (6-13) showed that for aparticular class of igniter

the instantaneous generation of a diverging de.tonatiqn wave

requires an impulsive deposition of a finite and critical amount

of energy at the source. Thus from these studies there evolved

"what' appeared to be a controll~ing initiation parameter, namely Eo,

the quantity of energy deposited at the source, whose value

determined the existence or non-existence of a ,diverging detonation

i'br the particular igniter used in a given explosive gaseous medium.

However, efforts to correlate results between different researchers

on the basis of their observed values of critical initiation energy
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* led to discrepencies which varied by 'three to four orders of

magnitude. It soon became evident, especially on tIde basis

of our quantitative measurements presented at the 14th

Interiiational Combustion Symposium, •Utah (2), that iinitiation

energy, Eo, alone is not a universal controllinýg independent

initiation parameter, but that discharge or enmergy deposition

time At as well as the source volume Av are relevant as. well.

Consequently, as a result of these experiments, the

average power densi'ty, i.e., ,(the total source energy)/(the

* deposition time) x (the source volume) = Eo/AtAv , has been

introduced as a physically more: meaningful initiatiton p-arameter.

Indeed, it was observed that *ibr the particular case of

stoichiometric a'cetylene-'oxygen mixture at an initial pressure

of 30 torr,. the critical energies for direct initiation vary

from 0.6 joules for the laser spark to ,450 joules for slow

electrical discharges, yet the power density rema'ins essentially

Sthe s-ame at 3 x 10watts/m3 . Thus for a given explosive, there

'is a variation of critical energy for di-fferent initiators

whereas the power density apparently remains invariant,

However, a paradox emerges here, since according to

"physical reasoning the powerr density alone cannot be a universally

meaningful parameter since it admits the possibility of zero

critical energy in the limit when the discharge time or the source

volume or both are arbitrarily reduced without limit. Physical

reasoning indicates that there should still exist a definite

minimum quantity of energy for direct initiation even in the limit

of infinite power density since it must simply take just so many

energetic molecules to start off the initiation process.
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It is this aspect of ultrash6rt deposit-ion times

) and minis~cule source voluumes i~n the in-itiation process that.

is currentl:y recei~ving particular atent ionboth theoretical

and experimental, in our laboratory. Theoretically we are

modelling the source to include not only the sfource energy E0

but the discharge time At and the source volume Av as wd'll The

init~iatioh parame-t-ers Eo, At and Av are modelled theoretically

by a spherical piston which expands impulsively from zero ra'dius

at t = 0, deposits a fixid quantity of energy into the fliow

field at a source and at a rate predetermined by the, trajectory

of the piston. This theoretical work constitutes ,a part of a

Ph.D, ,program undertaken by Mr,. W.H. Kyong in our group. For.

theexpeinmental phase of the •work we are attempting to achieve

collaboration with the, Physics Division of the National Rese.arch

Council. of Canada to investigate ignition. of spheric-al detonations

by ultrashort (picosecond) laser sparks obtained by judicious

switching-out and amplification of a single laser pulse from a,

train of pulses in a mode-locked neodymium laser system. In our

paper (14), "The Laser Spark for GasKinetic Studies", accepted

for presentation at the 8th International Shock Tube Symposium,

London, je discuss the efficacy of the picosecond laser spark

as it applies to detonati'on, and transient chemical kinetic studies.

3. Non-lin'ear Coupling

The second aspect of our program cdncerns the local

non-linear coupling between chemical kinetics and hydrodynamics

under transient conditions. Such coupling determines not only the
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dynamics of late time propa'qgation .of-diverging reactive,

fronts but-als,6 their character and structure.. Experimentally

we ihave documented t]l 2, 5, 15, 16') rather thoroughly the

propagation histori*es and c Waracterigt,ic structure of diverging

reactive fronts under yarying degrees od', coupl-ing. These

corrqspond to, three propagattion f-jifiles fo~r diorging reactive

fronts, namely, the deflejra'tive, the transititonal and the,

detonative regimes. On the basis 'of extensive experimental

oevidence (I"), -,'t is now universally accepted that the

,deflagrati-ve, trans'itional and detonative regiMes for -spherical

waves correspond: to sub-cHritical, critical and supercritVcal

values of initi:atifon energy. Sub-critical ini~tiation energy

invariabI.y leads to separation of the reaction front from the

shock wave, i.e.,.to decay of an in'itially overdriven detonation

to a spherical defflagration wave. For the supercritical values

of initiation energy the initially overdriven detonation decays

continuously to a multiheaded deton'ation wave reaching an average

Velocity of propagation corresponding approximately to the

theoretical C-J value. When the source 'energy ,equals the critical

value, th,p overdri'ven detonation at first decays rind decoupling

of the (shock and reaction fronts occurs. Then foiý a period of

itime the shock and reaction fronts propagate as a "quasi-steady"

complex at a constant sub C-J velocity. During this quasi-steady

period instabilities develop and the reaction front takes on the

turbulent structure. These instabilities lead to localised

explosions which occur suddenly and randomly at isolated spots

in the reaction zone forming "detonation bubbles" which then

grow and completely engulf the shock sphere, terminating the
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quasi-steady regime and- resulting -in- a highly asymmetri-cal

u nIltiheaded detonation wave.

Clýarly the most intriguing and important of these

experimental observations is the one pertaining to critical

in-itiation energy. Here all at once it embodies the two

distinctive propagatior!O 6des of -spherical reacting fronts

characterized initially- by a smooth decoupled spherical front

followed -ultimately by a highly irregula,r multiheadded d'eto,.aotion

front. Of particular interest is the pecui-iar nature 'f tran'sition

from one.to the other via the quasi-steady regime and the development

of detonation bubbles therein. Here then is a phenomenon which in

the absence of all confinement and other extraneous effects and

purely by the local interplay of hydrodynamics and c-hemical kinetics

of heat release has provided the first distinct traces of the

evolutifon of a detonative structure from a featureless decaying

shock-flarne, complex.

These then are the sort of ,ltings that haye been observed

experimentally. Such experimen"tal observations are not only

intriguing but they have contributed considerably in putting the

phenomenological aspects of detonative combustion in a clearer

perspective- Potentially they may yet prove pivotal in achieving

a significant breakthrough in the understanding of gaseous detonative

combustion. However, experiments alone have not been sufficient so

far in unravelling the inherent mechanisms responsible for the

particular dynamics and phenomenological behavior observed. In

other words, whereas the character and behavior of spherical

reacting fronts are by now well documented over a broad range of

conditions, they are by no means well understood.
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t reproduce theoretically the sort of dynamics and phenomenological

behavi:or that 'has been observed;-experimenta11y. If such -theoretical,

modell-ing proves successful the expe-r-imentally 0bserved b4havior,

can then be explained, in terrms, of the phys§i-cal- model that was Used

in the theoretical formulation of non-linear co'upling as it applies

to chemical reactions in an expanding flow f-ield.

The fi~rst recent step in the theoretical modelling process,

taking into account varyingdegrees of coupli~ng,.'has beein the

'phenomenological theory of Bach ,and Lee (2), first reported at -the

•23rd-APS Fluid ,9ynamicqs.:Meeting in Charlottesville, Vi-rginia and

subsequently summarized• in our 13th International Combustion

Symposium Paper. In this case, the coupling between the shock and

the reacti-on front is, modeiled, by the so-called effective energy

functi-o-n which depends on the local shock ,streigth and the shock

Srýadius band on the inducti'on zone thickness. As it pertains to the

motion ,of the, detohation front, the model manages to recover all

the essential: experimentall-y observed features. However, the model

is limited in that it ;ign'ores the influence of' the chemical reactions
0ort the hydrodynamic flow structure and that it retains the reactive

,shl,5ck 'discontinuity assýumption.

The strong coupling probl-em, n prtbs-vlple, can only be

'achi~eved by the numerical approach. I a:in (l'-and Taki and

Fujiwara ('18), applying the conventional characteristic method

and the finite difference approach respectively, provided some

description of the problem in the overdriven regimes of the shock

motion. However, some predictions are doubtful in spite of the fact

that the detailed kinetics of the chemical reaction processes have
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been considered in, the hydrodynamic flow field. The failure

--of such calculatitons js a direct resul-t of the absence of
Strans-ient ~chmicail 1inet4ic data, a lack of ,which is plaguing

contemporary efforts in de-tonati-i& re,s-earch. What is ,really

needed is transient chemical *kinetic data. We have proposed

in our paper (14) in the 8th International Shock Tube Symposium,

London, to.exp:loit the blast wave from a, picosecond laser spark

to this end.

In our ongoinig theoretical treatmen't of the non-linear

coupling'problem (whi/ch constitutes a part of a Ph.D. program

,undertakerf-,by Mr. fif.H. Kyong in our group), we adopt a simplified

chemical kinetics uiiodel rather than the detailed reactioh processes

(since the ,applicability of quasi-steady chemical kinetics is

quite dubious and t1m-total ab§Wfihc Of transient chemic~al kinetic

data is as of now overwhel~ming). Hartree's characteristic method

is used for numerical calculati-ons. The main body of the

theoretical effort can be divided into two parts. The first

part deals with the parametric study of direct initiation and

the asymptotic motion of diverging detonations under the limiting

condition of 'strong coupling. The second, pacrt relates to the

determination of the critical initiation energy and the theoretical

descr 4,'otion of the propagation regimes corresponding to va-rious

degrees of coupling. The results of these studies will progressively

be appearing in print as soon as a sufficient degree of completion

is achieved in each aspect of the problem..

Finally, attention must be drawn to the invited review

paper by Lee (19) which will be presented at the 3rd International

Colloquium on Gas Dynamics and Reactive Systems, Marseille. The
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substance of the paper emanates from the overall long term

AFOS.R support for our efforts at McGill University over the

last five years or so.
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